PRESS RELEASE

Telerob supplies 17 locations in the USA

Ostfildern, December 2019. Telerob Gesellschaft für Fernhantierungstechnik mbH was able to successfully win a contract from the Air National Guard; in the course of the coming year 19 telemax HYBRIDs will be delivered to 17 locations in the USA.

After an extensive search, the US Air National Guard decided to procure 19 telemax HYBRIDs as part of its tender. The EOD robots will be distributed among 17 US states, bringing up the number of US states in which robots of the telemax family are in use to 25. As only police units in the United States of America have so far deployed Telerob EOD robots, this is the first time the US military has opted for the telemax.

Telerob USA Inc. was founded in 2016 with headquarters located in Pennsylvania. The sales and service operations are managed by Adam Jaroh. "The US subsidiary was founded in order to open up the North American market and to guarantee our customers optimum local service," explains Managing Director Thomas Biehne.

The EOD robot telemax HYBRID offers a strong, powerful arm with minimal dimensions. This makes the telemax HYBRID with a load capacity of up to 37 kg, ideal for use in urban areas and confined spaces. The 4-track running gear achieves a maximum speed of 10 km/h.

Telerob Gesellschaft für Fernhantierungstechnik GmbH is an independent, medium-sized, owner-managed company based in Ostfildern near Stuttgart, Germany, producing homeland security solutions. The product range includes remote-controlled robots for disarming improvised explosive devices and investigating CBRN hazards, fully equipped service vehicles as well as mobile system solutions ensuring the safety and security of critical infrastructure and people.
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